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Governments and healthcare organizations spend over 30 billion dollars each year
on promotional campaigns meant to encourage long-lasting, positive changes to
health-related behavior. As such, understanding what makes health communications
effective is an important aspect of improving public health. Past health promotion
campaigns have sometimes failed to create enduring change to attitudes and behavior
or have even backfired by increasing unhealthy behaviors. Research indicates that
these inconsistencies are partly the result of a one-size-fits-all approach to health
communication, as opposed to one in which features of the message, source, and/or
setting are “matched” or “tailored” to their recipients in some way. Imagine Katie – a
mother of two who smokes cigarettes daily. Exposed to a promotional campaign
attempting to persuade smokers to quit, Katie would likely be more influenced by a
message that highlights her role as a parent to keep her children healthy (matching her
parental values) than a message that lacks personal relevance such as one about her role
as a member of society that emphasizes the costs of smoking to the healthcare system
(mismatching). The success of matched messages often derives from the fact that they
increase processing of the message and its arguments, which tends to produce stronger
attitudes that persist over time and impact behavior (Teeny et al., 2021). However,
research suggests that matching, like other seemingly positive variables, is not always
effective or consequential. The elaboration likelihood model (ELM) helps explain how
strategies like matching work (and don’t work) under different conditions.

The ELM

The ELM was developed initially by psychologists Richard Petty and John Cacioppo to
explain how attitudes are formed and changed (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986) but has devel-
oped into a more general theory applicable to other types of human judgment (Petty &
Briñol, 2012). In the years prior to the ELM, researchers aimed to predict how any one
variable in a persuasive message (e.g., the attractiveness of the source, the number of
times the message is repeated) would affect the message’s success. Furthermore, such
efforts typically focused on how these variables impacted learning of the information
presented in the message, following the assumptions of the classic message learning
theory of persuasion (Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953). Efforts guided by learning theory
proved largely unsuccessful due to inconsistent findings across studies, with variables
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2 EL A BORAT ION L IKE L IHOOD MODEL

that increased persuasion in some studies having no effect or even adverse effects in
others. Furthermore, message learning proved to be mostly unrelated to the attitudes
that were formed. Thus, the ELM was developed to account for these inconsistencies
and articulate the processes involved in successful attitude change. Understanding
attitude change is particularly important for health communication because attitudes
are fundamental to predicting how people will behave. Thus, inducing attitude change
is a useful first step in initiating positive health behaviors. The ELM can help commu-
nicators anticipate how a persuasive message will affect attitudes and be particularly
useful in developing communications that successfully convince people to change their
behavior.

Two routes to persuasion

A core notion of the ELM is that the processes of persuasion and the impact that any
variable can have on attitudes depend on how much people are motivated and able to
think about the communication. Sometimes variables like source attractiveness can
serve as input to simple decision-making rules or heuristics that can affect attitudes
with little thought, called taking the peripheral route to persuasion (e.g., “I like her
so I’ll agree with her”). Sometimes, however, these variables work by processes that
require more effort such as when attractiveness is processed carefully as an argument
for the claims made, called taking the central route to persuasion (e.g., “If I use
that sunscreen, my face will look like hers”). People follow the central route when
motivated and able to elaborate on a message (i.e., think carefully about and integrate
it with existing mental contents). They reserve this effortful process for situations that
warrant enhanced scrutiny, such as when a communication is perceived as high in
personal relevance. The ELM proposes that the degree of elaboration of a message
shapes its effects on attitudes and the likelihood that attitudes will persist over time,
resist change, and impact behavior. In contrast to most dual-process and dual-system
theories of judgment, elaboration is conceptualized in the ELM as continuous rather
than dichotomous. Different persuasion processes are hypothesized to occur when
elaboration is relatively high versus relatively low, and a combination of processes can
occur at moderate levels of elaboration.

Central route

When people process information carefully, their resulting attitudes reflect their assess-
ment of the central merits of the evidence presented in light of existing knowledge. That
is, when processing carefully, in accord with the cognitive response approach to persua-
sion (Petty, Ostrom, & Brock, 1981), attitudes are a function of the positive and negative
thoughts people generate to the communication. When messages present compelling
evidence, greater elaboration tends to increase attitude change in the advocated direc-
tion because it increases the number of positive thoughts people generate. For example,
the more Katie elaborates on the anti-smoking message to which she is exposed, the
more persuaded she is likely to be by the strong argument that second-hand smoke
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EL A BORAT ION L IKE L IHOOD MODEL 3

is harmful to her children. However, when messages present poor arguments, greater
elaboration tends to increase the number of negative thoughts people generate, which
reduces message-consistent attitude change and can even move attitudes in the oppo-
site direction. Thus, the more Katie thinks about a message arguing that she should quit
smoking so she can spend the money on lottery tickets (a weak argument for her), the
less likely she is to be persuaded to quit.

As this example illustrates, attitude change via the central route depends on the
valence (positivity vs. negativity) and number of thoughts generated in response to
a message. It is also affected by how confident people are in the thoughts they have
generated (i.e., how much they believe their thoughts are correct; Briñol & Petty, 2009).
When elaborating extensively on information, the more favorable thoughts about the
message people generate and feel confident about, the more persuaded they will be.
However, arguments that one person finds strong will not necessarily seem that way to
others, or even to the same individual at different points in time. Different evaluations
of an argument’s strength can reflect cognitive factors (e.g., changing knowledge) and
motivational factors (e.g., current goals). Thus, when designing health promotion mes-
sages, it is useful to tailor the message to the intended audience’s particular concerns.

Peripheral route

When people are not thinking carefully about the information presented to them, their
resulting attitudes are likely to be influenced by variables serving as peripheral cues that
operate in a heuristic manner. A peripheral cue can stem from a person’s own men-
tal state (e.g., positive vs. negative mood leading to the heuristic, “I feel good, so I
like it”), as well as features of the source (e.g., attractiveness), message (e.g., number
of arguments presented), and setting in which the message is delivered (e.g., against a
colorful vs. dull background). Variables that are viewed positively tend to increase per-
suasion simply by producing an association between that positivity and the message
conclusion. The opposite is the case for variables that are viewed negatively. Put sim-
ply, when people are not thinking carefully, the mere valence of the variable determines
whether it increases or decreases persuasion rather than its relevance or value in pro-
viding substantive evidence for the message conclusion. However, as noted earlier, the
same variable (e.g., attractiveness) can be processed as a cue when thinking is low but
as evidence when thinking is high.

Consequences of elaboration

Inducing elaboration about health communications has consequences beyond the
degree of persuasion because the extent of elaboration impacts the strength of the
resulting attitudes (Petty & Krosnick, 1995). This is because attitudes based on
extensive thought tend to be more accessible (i.e., come to mind more easily), held
with more confidence (i.e., perceived as valid), and may also have other features (e.g.,
being important to the person) that enhance strength. Health communicators should
endeavor to promote relevant favorable attitudes that have strength because they are
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4 EL A BORAT ION L IKE L IHOOD MODEL

more likely to be consequential. It is therefore generally preferable that recipients
elaborate on health-promoting messages, provided the arguments are reasonably
compelling. If recipients do not elaborate on a message, more cumbersome strategies
such as repeating the message and making positive peripheral cues continually salient
would be needed to make enduring change more likely.

Determinants of elaboration

How carefully people process information is determined by their ability and motivation
to do so. Many variables can affect these factors and are therefore important for under-
standing persuasion. Among the variables that could make a person unable to process
information carefully are distraction and a high level of information complexity.
Motivation to elaborate depends on a variety of factors including people’s dispositional
enjoyment of thinking (i.e., their need for cognition; Cacioppo & Petty, 1982) and
the extent to which they perceive the message as being relevant to them personally.
The impact of perceived personal relevance on elaboration and persuasion has been
studied extensively in the context of matching features of health communications to
characteristics of the intended audiences (Rothman, Desmarais, & Lenne, 2020). The
example of matching therefore provides a useful case study for understanding the
mechanics of the ELM.

Multiple roles for matching

Although it is tempting to assume that some variables affect persuasion through the
central route and others through the peripheral route, the multiple roles postulate of
the ELM states that the same information can affect persuasion through both pro-
cesses. Much research on personalized matching in health communication (and persua-
sion more broadly) illustrates the multifaceted effects a single persuasion strategy can
have on producing attitude change. Personalized matching refers to a strategy in which
aspects of the message, source, and/or setting are designed to be compatible with char-
acteristics of the recipient. For example, messages that emphasize the benefits of regular
exercise (vs. the hazards of being sedentary) can be matched to people interested in
promoting their health (vs. preventing illness).

Importantly, research on the ELM shows that personalized matching can affect per-
suasion in multiple ways. The ELM identifies five mechanisms whereby matching (and
other variables) can affect persuasion along the elaboration continuum: (i) by serving as
a peripheral cue when elaboration is low, (ii) by serving as a substantive argument when
elaboration is high, (iii) by biasing thoughts in a more positive or negative direction
when elaboration is high, (iv) by affecting the confidence people have in their thoughts
when elaboration is high, and (v) by affecting how much people elaborate when elabo-
ration is not constrained by other factors.

Consider how the anti-smoking message that was matched to Katie’s parental val-
ues in the earlier example could operate through each mechanism. If Katie is unable
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EL A BORAT ION L IKE L IHOOD MODEL 5

or unmotivated to elaborate, she may simply feel good about being addressed as a par-
ent, encouraging her to form a positive association with the message (matching as a
peripheral cue). When thinking carefully, the message focus on parenting may be seen
as implying that the source is knowledgeable about her situation and providing relevant
evidence (matching as an argument). Alternatively, being reminded of her responsibil-
ities as a parent could cause Katie to generate especially favorable thoughts about the
prospect of quitting smoking (matching biasing thoughts) or increase her perception
that her thoughts about the message are correct (matching affecting thought confi-
dence). Matching is most likely to affect thought confidence when the match is revealed
after thoughts are already generated. Finally, when the extent to which Katie elaborates
is unconstrained, the match could make the message seem more relevant to her and
increase how carefully she processes it (matching affecting the extent of elaboration).
Research shows that increasing elaboration is a common effect of matching because
matches often signal relevance, making it a useful tool for encouraging thoughtful con-
sideration of health issues.

Positive vs. negative effects of matching

Whatever mechanism produces the effect of matching, whether it is likely to increase
or decrease persuasion or information processing depends on what the variable means
to the recipient. Most matching effects in the literature have increased persuasion by
one of the mechanisms just reviewed, but some studies show that matching can some-
times backfire and decrease persuasion. This can occur even if the match is interpreted
positively (e.g., as being relevant) if the arguments are weak and matching increases
elaboration. Sometimes, however, the match itself is interpreted negatively (Derricks &
Earl, 2019). For example, if Katie sees the anti-smoking message’s focus on parenting
as unfairly judgmental or manipulative (e.g., an attempt to guilt-trip her), this could
negatively impact persuasion by serving as a negative cue, biasing thoughts in a nega-
tive direction, decreasing confidence in her positive thoughts, or decreasing thinking
about the strong arguments presented. Negative interpretations of matching are most
likely when the match threatens recipients in some way (e.g., by seeming judgmental,
manipulative, invasive). When this occurs, it can lead to defensive reactions that are
counterproductive to message effectiveness. It is therefore important to consider both
the mechanism through which a given variable affects persuasion and the meanings it
can take on in the context of each mechanism.

Conclusion

The ELM has long played a role in understanding what makes health communica-
tions successful. Recent advances using the ELM framework, such as explanations of
personalized matching effects, can help guide the strategies adopted by health promo-
tion campaigns. When people elaborate the information presented, persuasion occurs
through the central route, involving a careful consideration of the arguments’ central
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6 EL A BORAT ION L IKE L IHOOD MODEL

merits. Attitudes resulting from careful thought are more impactful than those result-
ing from little thought. For peripheral route changes to persist, cues must remain salient
and messages continually repeated.

SEE ALSO: Appeals: Social; Health Campaigns: Targeting; Inoculation Theory; Media
Psychology; Message Tailoring; Narrative Appeals; Normative Aspects of Persuasion;
Reactance Theory; Resistance; Science Communication; Social Marketing; Source
Credibility.
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